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This great PowerPoint is perfect for guiding your children through the writing of a content required, it'll have your children
writing persuasive letters in no time! every week with our newsletter; Trusted by over 4 million teachers worldwide.

Use facts, references or examples to back the opinion. Objective Students will: Work in small groups to
brainstorm ideas and organize them into a cohesive argument to be presented to the class Understand the
concept of persuasion and how it becomes a strategy to produce a desired outcome Learn "powerful words" or
terms used for persuading an audience Be able to identify the parts of a business letter Write a persuasive
business letter Culminating Activity Provide an opportunity for students to write persuasive letters or speeches
for real arguments that have meaning to them, like a field trip, in-class movies, school issues, or community
concerns. Persuade your teacher to give less homework Ask your parents to buy you a game Persuade a
celerity to come to your school. In this unit, students become aware of the techniques used in persuasive oral
arguments and apply them to independent persuasive letter writing activities. Turn to your partner and discuss:
Is this letter persuasive? Your daughter, Mary 10 Choose one of the following topics and write a persuasive
letter Persuade your teacher to give less homework Ask your parents to buy you a game Persuade a celerity to
come to your school. About This Unit Overview Through a classroom "argument" activity and letter writing
models, students are introduced to the concepts of lobbying for something that's important to them or they
want and making persuasive statements. And whatever you decide to do, remember that I think you are the
best parents in the world! I think I should get more money for two reasons. Support it with strong reasons. Put
your reasons in the order that will be most convincing. In persuasive writing, a writer takes a position for or
against an issue and writes to convince the reader to believe or do something. Choose one of the topics below
and write a topic sentence and four supporting reasons. Sales â€” advertisements Recommendation Complaint
Request 4 Types of persuasive writing Purpose Sales Recommendation Complaint Request Example TV
advertisement about products Letters to colleges or agencies Letters to companies about products Parent letter
to a teacher to request extended time for homework completion 5 How to write persuasive letters? The
purpose is to get the reader to accept a point of view. It is very hot and humid here. We will have a fantastic
time. Reward them by planning one of the class events they present in their essays or speeches, or invite guest
speakers to your class to hear the presentations and provide feedback. How can we improve it? Why or why
not? Featured Lesson Plan Students practice making persuasive arguments using a designated list of powerful
words.


